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Abstract 
A key notion bridging the gap between quantum operator algebras [26] and vertex operator 
algebras [ 4,9] is the definition of the commutativity of a pair of quantum operators (see Sec- 
tion 2). This is not commutativity in any ordinary sense, but it is clearly the correct generalization 
to the quantum context. In [ 261 we give a definition of a commutative quantum opemtor algebm. 
We show in [ 261 that a vertex operator algebra gives rise to a special case of a CQOA. The main 
purpose of the current paper is to further develop the foundations for a complete mathematical 
theory of CQOAs. We give proofs of most of the relevant results announced in [ 261, and we carry 
out some calculations with sufficient detail to enable the interested reader to become proficient 
with the algebra of commuting quantum operators. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 81T70, 17B68 
1. Introduction 
Formal infinite sums of linear operators in a vector space have been explicitly ap- 
pearing in quantum field theory since the late 1920s. A good introduction to the use 
of such formal infinite sums can be found in the 1960s texts by Schweber [36] and 
by Jost [ 171. Before we continue with our historical remarks, let us review the math- 
ematical definition of a quantum operator [26]. Let V be a Z doubly graded vector 
space V = @ Vn[m]. Let z be a formal variable (later to be thought of as a point in 
the punctured complex plane). A homogeneous quantum operator is a bi-infinite formal 
power series u(z) = Cu<n>z-“-’ of degrees, say dl , d2, where the coefficients u(n) 
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are linear maps in V with degrees dt , d2 - rz - 1. A quantum operator is a finite sum of 
homogeneous quantum operators, and we denote the space of all quantum operators in 
V by QO(V). 
The famous vertex operator construction in the old dual resonance model of the late 
1960s provides the first concrete and nontrivial examples of quantum operators to appear 
in the physics literature, and later in the mathematics literature. For a good review, see 
[ 241. Here the space V is the Fock space, which is only singly graded by weight. The 
famous construction of Virasoro yields a quantum operator L( z ) acting in V and having 
the property that the coefficients L(n) of L(z) span, together with the identity operator, 
a central extension of the Lie algebra of Fourier polynomial vector fields on the circle. 
The BRST quantization of classical strings provides examples of quantum operators 
with nonzero ghost number. Now the space V is a tensor product of a so-called ghost 
Fock space with the state space of a conformal field theory. A special quantum operator 
known as the BRST current J( z ) plays a key role: the coefficient J(0) becomes, under 
suitable conditions, a cohomology operator in the space V. The much studied BRST 
cohomology groups [7,8,12,19,27-291 are then defined to be the cohomology groups 
associated to the differential, J( 0). Next to J( z > the most important quantum operator 
in the theory is the ghost field b( z ) , whose coefficient b( 1) induces in the cohomology 
the structure of a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. Much of the recent interest in BRST 
string theory has centered on the myriad algebraic structures possessed both by BRST 
cohomology as well as the complex V itself. 
Both the dual resonance theory and the BRST-quantized string theory deal with 
the above-mentioned quantum operators as distinguished members of certain infinite 
dimensional linear systems of quantum operators. The theory of vertex operator algebras 
(VOAs) [ 4,9] establishes a remarkable but rather complex foundation for the study of 
such systems. In [ 301, the authors uccessfully adapted the theory of VOAs to the theory 
of BRST cohomology. In an attempt to better understand this application of VOA theory, 
the authors recently introduced amore general class of systems called quantum operator 
algebras (QOAs) [ 261. The latter can also be viewed as elementary generalizations 
of the operator algebras well-known in linear algebra and mathematical physics. We 
want to emphasize that in our new point of view, we no longer parameterize quantum 
operators by states. 
A key notion bridging the gap between QOAs and VOAs is the definition of com- 
mutativity of a pair of quantum operators [26] (see also [ 6,9,10,25] ). This is not 
commutativity in any ordinary sense, but it is clearly the correct generalization to the 
quantum context. The main purpose of the current paper is to further develop the foun- 
dations for a complete mathematical theory of commutative quantum operator algebras. 
We give proofs of most of the relevant results announced in [26], and we carry out 
some calculations with sufficient detail to enable the interested reader to become pro- 
ficient with the algebra of commuting quantum operators. The reader should note that 
the notion of a “local system” defined in [25] is a special case of the notion of a 
commutative quantum operator algebra. 
The main features of this operator calculus were discovered by the quantum physicists. 
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See for example [2,37-391. These features are encompassed by the theory of VOAs, and 
we have benefited enormously from the insights in the VOA literature, especially with 
regard to the notion of commutativity. However, now that we have coupled the notion of 
commutativity with the notion of a QOA, we find that our theory of CQOAs captures the 
original beauty and simplicity of the physicists’ operator calculus. Moreover, we find that 
the construction of many nontrivial examples of VOAs (see for example [111) becomes 
much simpler and much closer to the original physical inspiration when carried out in 
the language of commutative quantum operator algebras. Thus, a subsidiary purpose of 
this paper is to present in fairly great detail the construction of the simplest CQOAs that 
enter into the BRST construction. 
Here is a brief summary of the contents of this paper: 
In Section 2, we state the definitions of our main concepts: quantum operators, matrix 
elements, Wick products, iterated Wick products, the infinitely many “circle” products, 
the operator product expansion, the notions of locality and commutativity, and finally 
the corresponding notions of local and commutative quantum operator algebras. We 
discuss some elementary known facts about commutativity. We then define the notion 
of a semi-infinite commutative algebra, abstracted from our theory of CQOAs. 
In Section 3, we introduce what we call the Wick calculus, which deals with oper- 
ator products of the form :t(z) u(z): u(w) as well as t(z) :u(w) U(W): under the 
assumption that the quantum operators t ( z ) , u ( z ) , and u ( z ) are p&wise commutative. 
Here, : t ( z > u ( z ) : denotes the Wick or normal ordered product of t ( z ) with u ( z ) . The 
Wick calculus is essential for both computations as well as for theoretical issues, such 
as the explicit construction of CQOAs. Section 3 continues with the construction of the 
CQOA O( b, c), which acts in the ghost Fock space of the BRST construction. This 
section concludes with a construction of the CQOA O,(L), which arose originally in 
the seminal work of BPZ [ 31, and which acts in the state space of any conformal field 
theory having central charge K. Both examples are special, in that the two algebras are 
spanned by iterated Wick products of derivatives of finitely many generating quantum 
operators. In fact, we exhibit explicit bases consisting of such iterated products. 
In Section 4, we discuss the BRST construction in the language of what we call 
conformal QOAs. Given a conformal QOA 0 with central charge K, we form the tensor 
product C* (0) = 0( b, c) @ 0. We then construct he special quantum operator J(z), 
referred to above as the BRST current. We also give a simple characterization f J( z ) . 
We then recall the famous result that the coefficient J(0) is square-zero if and only if 
K = 26. After that we specialize to this central charge. As in our past paper [ 261, there 
is a change in point of view: rather than discussing J(0) as a differential in the BRST 
state space we instead consider [ J( 0) , -1 as a square-zero derivation of the BRST 
quantum operator algebra, C* (0). Thus, we view BRST quantization in the operator 
picture, which is closer to the original physical context. 
A particular feature of Section 4 is our calculation for arbitrary central charge K of the 
graded commutator [ J( 0) , J( 0) ] = 25( 0) *, which can be obtained from the calculation 
of the operator product, J( z ) J(w) . Appealing to the abstract development in Section 3, 
we carry out the evaluation of this special operator product via the Wick calculus. This 
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computation provides a model for the kinds of calculations made routinely by conformal 
field theorists ince the pioneering work of BPZ [ 31. 
The main result of Section 4 is Theorem 4.5, which states that the Wick product 
induces a graded commutative associative product on the cohomology of C* (0) with 
respect o the derivation, [J(O), -I. This theorem first appeared in work of Witten [40 3, 
who called the ghost number zero subalgebra the “ground ring of a string background”. 
An approach to this theorem via VOA theory appears in [30]. The approach in the 
current paper is via CQOA theory, and hopefully appears as a significant simplication 
of our earlier work, as well as a clear exposition of Witten’s work. 
In Section 5, we develop the theory of the ghost field, b(z), and its coefficient, b( 1). 
As a preparation, we remind the reader of the definition of a Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) 
operator and BV algebra [ 151. The main result of Section 5 is Theorem 5.2, which 
states that the operator b( 1) induces a BV operator acting in the BRST cohomology 
algebra. Thus the cohomology becomes a BV algebra. This theorem was inspired by 
work of Witten and Zwiebach [ 421, and first appeared in [ 301, where it was derived via 
identities from VOA theory. Again, we hope that our new approach via CQOA theory 
sheds light on both our original discovery as well as the physical inspiration. 
Nontrivial examples of BV structure in BRST cohomology appear in Section 3 of 
[ 301 as well as Section 6 of [ 261. We plan to return to these explicit examples in future 
work. An application of these BV structures can be found in [ 3 11. A further discussion 
of the BV structure in BRST cohomology is given in [ 341. The notion of the BRST 
cohomology of the so-called W-algebras has recently been investigated in [5] (and see 
references therein) where again a BV algebra structure is found. The W-algebras can 
be viewed as a generalization of the Virasoro algebra. The discussions of BV structure 
from the point of view operads appear in [ 15,16,20]. 
We note here that the abstract notions of a BV operator and BV algebra were discov- 
ered quite independently of string theory by the mathematician J.L. Koszul [23] (see 
also [ 221). At roughly the same time Batalin and Vilkovisb applied a particular BV 
operator to their “antifield” approach to Lagrangian quantum field theory. In a future 
work, we plan to review the relationships between our own work and the relevant papers 
of Koszul, Batalin and Vilkovisky, Getzler, Schwarz, and others. We hope to highlight 
the many intriguing parallel developments in physics and mathematics. Such parallels 
seem to be the hallmark of string theory itself. 
2. Quantum operator algebras 
Let V be a bounded graded vector space. By this, we mean V is a Z doubly graded 
vector space V = @ V”[m] such that for each fixed n, V”[m] = 0 for all but finitely 
many negative ms. The degrees of a homogeneous element u in V”[m] will be denoted 
by ]uI = n, Ilull = rn respectively. In physical applications, JuI will be the fermion or 
ghost number of u. In conformal field theory, Ilull will be the conformal dimension or 
weight of u. 
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Let z be a formal variable with degrees Jz 1 = 0, ((z II = - 1. Then it makes sense to 
speak of a homogeneous (bi-infinite) formal power series 
u(z) = Cu(n)z-“-1 
nEZ 
(2.1) 
of degrees lu( z ) I, ((u( z ) 1) where the coefficients u(n) are homogeneous linear maps in 
V with degrees lu(n)l = lu(z)l, Ilu(n = -n - 1+ Ilu(z) Note then that the terms 
u(n)z-“-I indeed have the same degrees (u( z ) (, Ilu( z ) (I for all n. We call a finite sum 
of such homogeneous series u( z ) a quantum operator on V, and we denote the linear 
space of quantum operators as QO( V). 
Notations. By the expression (z - w) ‘, n an integer, we usually mean its formal 
power series expansion in the region I z ) > ) WI. Thus (z - w) -* and ( -w + z ) -* 
are different, as power series. When such expressions are to be regarded as ratio- 
nal functions rather than formal series, we will explicitly mention so. When A(z) = 
C A(n) z -++’ is a formal series with coefficients A(n) in whatever linear space, we 
define Res,A(z) = A(O), A(z)+ = ~n,OA(n)-“-l, A(z)- = ~nCOA(n)z-“-‘, 
dA(z) = C-(n + l)A(n)z-“-*. If u(z),u’(z) belong to QOAs 0,O’ respectively, 
we abbreviate u(z) 63 u’(z), as an element of 0 @ 0’, simply as u(z)u’(z). When 
no ambiguity occurs, we denote Ju( z) (, Ilu(z) II simply as IuI, IluI(. The restricted (bi- 
graded) dual of a graded vector space V is denoted v#. If Al(z), AZ(Z), . . . are 
quantum operators, an arbitrary matrix element (x, AI (zl)A2(z2) m . . y) with x E v#, 
y E V, is denoted as (Al ( ZI ) Az( ~2) . . e). In the interest of clarity, we often write signs 
like (- 1) ~fl~u~ simply as f. This convention is used only when the sign arises from 
permutation of elements. When in doubt, the reader can easily recover the correct sign 
from such a permutation. We use 1, rather than Id, to denote the unit quantum opera- 
tor. Finally, we often write : (&‘A( z ) ) B( z ) : simply as dA( z ) B( z ) . Unless otherwise 
stated, ~3 applies to the object immediately following it. 
Given two quantum operators u( z ) , o( z ) , we write 
:u(z) u(w):= u(z)_u(w) + (-l)‘~“D’V(w)u(z)+. (2.2) 
Because V is bounded, it is easy to check that if we replace w by z, the right-hand 
side makes sense as a quantum operator and hence defines a nonassociative product 
on QO( V). It is called the Wick product. Similarly given ul (z) , . . . , u,, (z ), we define 
:w(z1) ... u,,(z,,): inductively as :ut(zt) (:u~(zz) -a. ~~(2,):):. 
Definition 2.1. For each integer n we define a product on QO( V): 
u(w) 0, u(w) =Resz U(Z)U(W)(Z - w)” 
- (-1)~“~~“~Res,u(w)u(z)(-w+z)“. (2.3) 
Explicitly we have: 
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u(z) OndZ) = 
i 
1 
(-n - l)! 
: d+%(z) u(z): if n < 0, 
n 
[(W 
i ~(m)(-z)~-~),u(z)] ifn > 0. 
(2.4) 
In=0 
If A is a homogeneous linear operator on V, then it is clear that the graded commu- 
tator [A, -1 is a graded derivation of each of the products 0,. Since u( z ) 00 u (z ) = 
[u(O),v(z)l, we have 
Proposition 2.2. For any t(z ) , u( z ) , v( z ) ia QO( V) md n integer, we ht.n+? 
t(z) 00 (u(z) 0, u(z)) = [t(z) 00 u(z)1 0, v(z) k&f) 0, [t(z) 00 u(z)19 
i.e. t(z)00 is a derivation ofeveryproductin QO(V). 
Proposition 2.3. For u(z),u(z) in QO(V>, the following equality offormal power 
series in two variables holds: 
u(z)u(w) = Cu(w) onu(w)(z - w)-“-I+ :u(z) u(w):. (2.5) 
II>_0 
Proof. We have u(z)u(w) = [u(z)+,v(w)]+ :u(z)u(w):. On the other hand by 
inverting the second equation in (2.4), we get 
[K(m),U(w)] =k (;)K(W) o,U(W)fl-n. 
n=O 
Thus we have 
[K(Z)+,U(W)]= c (;)K(W) O,U(W)Wm--nZ--m-' 
i?l&?>O 
(2.6) 
= 
c 
n/O 
K(w)O,U(W)-&(Z -W)-' 
= 
c K(W)O,U(W)(Z -w)-"-I. q (2.7) 
II>0 
In the sense of the above proposition, :K (z ) u(w) : is the nonsingular part of the 
operator product qansion (2.5)) while K(W) o, U(w) (Z - w) +I-' iS tit? pOhr part 
of order -n - 1 (see [ 31) . The products o, will become important for describing the 
algebraic and analytic structures of certain algebras of quantum operators. Thus we 
introduce the following mathematical definitions: 
Definition 2.4. A graded subspace A of QO(V) containing the identity operator and 
closed with respect o all the products o, is called a quantum operator algebm. We say 
that K(Z) is local to u(z) if K(Z)o,U(Z) = 0 for all but finitely many positive n. A 
QOA A is called local if its elements are pairwise mutually local. 
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We observe that for any element a( z ) of a QOA, we have a( z ) o-2 1 = &z( z ). Thus 
a QOA is closed with respect o formal differentiation. 
Proposition 2.5. Let u(z) , u( z ) be quantum operators, and N a nonnegative integer. 
If u(z) 0, u(z) = 0 for n > N, then (u( z ) v( IV)) represents a rational function in 
Iz 1 > jw\ with poles along z = w of order at most N. 
Proof. By Eq. (2.5)) we have 
(U(Z)U(W)) = C(U(W) 0, u(w))(z - WY-’ + (:u(z) v(w):). 
fl>O 
(2.8) 
It is trivial to check that (:u(z) v(w):), (u(w) o, v(w)) E C[Z*‘,W*~]. Thus our 
claim follows immediately. q 
Lemma 2.6. Let u ( z ) be local to u ( z ) , and (u ( z ) u ( w) ) represent the rationalfunction 
f(z,w). Thenfor (w( > (z - w(, 
f(z, w) = C(u(w) 0, u(w))(z - w)++ (2.9) 
IlEZ 
Proof. The Laurent polynomial (: u( z ) u(w) :) in the above region is just 
c $: (a’u(w)) u(w):)(z - w)‘. 
i>O 
Now apply E?q. (2.4). 0 
We note that none of the products o, is associative in general. However it clearly 
makes sense to speak of the left, right or two sided ideals in a QOA as well as 
homomorphisms of QOAs and they are defined in an obvious way. For example, a 
linear map f : 0 + 0’ is a homomorphism if f(u(z) 0, u(z)) = j%(z) 0, fu(z) for 
all u(z),u(z) E 0, and f(1) = 1. 
Definition 2.7. Two quantum operators u( z ) , u( z ) are said to commute if they are 
mutually local, and (u(z)u(w)),f(u(w)u(z)) re p resent he same rational function. This 
is equivalent (Proposition 2.5) to the following: for some N 1 0, (z -w) “‘(u( z ) u(w)) = 
k( z - w) N (u( w) u( z )) as Laurent polynomials. We call a QOA 0 whose elements 
pairwise commute a commutative QOA. 
Proposition 2.8. If u( z ) , u( z ) commute, then for all m 
[u(m),u(w)l = C c)u(w) o,u(w)Wm-“. 
II>0 
(2.10) 
Proof. The case m 2 0 is obtained by inverting the second equation in (2.4). Since 
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u(z)u(w) = [u(z)+,o(w)l+ :u(z) u(w): and 
v(w)u(z) = =Ftu(z>-,o(w>lf :u(z) u(w):, 
it follows from commutativity that ([u(z)-,u( w)]) represents the same rational func- 
tion as -([u(z)+,u(w)]) does, which is just -&a w. This gives 
[u(z)-,u(w)l = -Cu(w, wJ(W)(-w+Z)+-? (2.11) 
It>_0 
Taking Res, [ u( z ) -, u(w) ] z”’ for m < 0 gives the desired result. q 
The notion of commutativity here is closely related to the physicists’ notion of duality 
in conformal field theory [ 321. Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman have reformulated the 
axioms of a VOA in terms of what they call rationality, associativity and commutativ- 
ity. The notion of commutativity in Definition 2.7 is essentially the same as Frenkel, 
Lepowsky and Meurman’s. This notion has also been reformulated in the language of 
formal variables in [ 61. 
Definition 2.9. Let 0 be a bounded graded space equipped with a distinguished vector 
1 and a set of bilinear products o,, with 111 = 11111 = 0, ( o, I = 0, I( o, II = -n - 1. 
We call 8 a semi-infinite commutative algebra if the following holds: for homogeneous 
u,u E u, 
(i) u 0, 1 = S,,_tu for n 2 -1; 
(ii) u 0, u = (-lP]l”] &z(-l)~+l(uoP u) O”_p_l 1. 
Note that the sum in (ii) is finite because by (i), the summand is zero for p < n, 
and by boundedness of the space 0, u oP u = 0 for p > 0. Note that the leading term on 
the right-hand side of (ii) is fu o, u. Thus the products o, are graded commutative up 
to “higher order corrections”. We claim that in a ?+ommutative algebra, 1 o, t = &,_t c 
for all n. Applying (i) to (ii) (with u = 1, u = t), we have for n 2 - 1, 
lo,t=C(-1) P+*(to, 1) On_p-_l 1 = (t 0-t 1) 0” 1 = an,-tt. 
Now let u = t, u = 1. Applying (2.12)) (ii) becomes for n 5 -2, 
(2.12) 
to, 1=X(-l) p+l( 1 op t) Onq_l 1 
=to, 1+ c (-1) p+l( 1 or t) On-r_1 1. (2.13) 
PI-2 
Thus~p~_2(-l)~f~(1o,t)o,-p-~1=O.For~=-2,thisreadsO=-(1~_~f)o-~1= 
-1 o-2 t. By induction on n, we have lo, t = 0 for n 5 -2. 
Proposition 2.10. Let 0 be a local QOA. Then 0 is commutative iff it is a 9j- 
commutative algebra. 
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Proof. The unital property (i) follows from Rq. (2.4): U(Z) 0, 1 = a,,-tu(z) for 
n 2 -1. Let f,g be the rational functions represented by (u(z)v(w>) and (u(w)u(z)) 
respectively. By Lemma 2.6, we have 
f(z, w) =C(u(w) 0, v(w))(z - w)-“-l for (WI > (z - w(, 
nEZ 
g(z,w) =C(U(Z) oP u(z))(w - z)-~-’ for IzI > Iz -WI 
PEZ 
= c (-l)P+t-&a”(u(w) OP U(W)))(Z - W)m-p--I 
pEZJn20 
for Izl,lwI > (z -WI 
= c (--l>~+‘((u(w> op u(w)) o-,-t l)(z - W)m-p-1 
p,mEz 
= c (--l)p+‘((u(w) op u(w)) On-p__l l)(z -w)-+! (2.14) 
PJlEZ 
It is now clear that f( z, w) = *g( z, w) holds iff the identity (ii) holds. •i 
3. Wick’s calculus 
In this section, we derive a number of useful formulas relating various iterated products 
among three quantum operators. Most of these formulas are well-known to physicists 
who are familiar with the calculus of operator product expansions. We will also include 
a lemma on commutativity. 
Let t ( z ) , u( z ) , u ( z > be homogeneous quantum operators which pairwise commute. 
Lemma 3.1 (see 1251). For all n, t(z) 0, u(z) ad u(z) commute. 
Proof. We include Li’s proof here for completeness. For a positive integer N, (z - w)*~ 
isabinomia1sumofte~s(z-x)‘(x-~)*~-~,i=1,...,2N.So(z-w)~+*~(t(z)o, 
u ( z ) ) u(w) is a binomial sum of terms 
Res,((z - w)~(z - x)‘(x - w)*~-[ 
x (t(x)u(z)(x- z)“ru(z)t(x)(-z +x)“)u(w)). (3.1) 
We want to show that for large enough N, and for 0 5 i < 2N, term by term we have 
(z - wyyz - x)‘(x - Wp- 
x (t(x)u(z)(x-z)” JU(Z)f(X)(-z +x)“)u(w) 
= k(z - W)N(Z - x)‘(x - W)*-‘U(W> 
x (t(x)u(z)(x - z)” T u(z)t(x)(-z +x1”). (3.2) 
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Consider two cases: i 2 N and i < N. By assumption, 
(z -X)%(X)U(Z)(X- z)“ru(z)t(x)(-z +xY) =o 
for all large enough k. So for large enough N, (3.2) holds for i 2 N. Similarly for 
i < N, 
(z - W>N(X - w)*N-i (t(x)u(z)(X-z)n~u(Z)t(X)(-z +x)“)u(w) 
coincides with 
*(z - W)N(X - wyi U(W>(t(XMZ)(X-z)” ru(z)t(n)(-z +x)“). 
This shows that (3.2) holds for each i. q 
This lemma is useful for showing existence of commutative QOAs: it says that 
given a set of pairwise commuting quantum operators, the QOA generated by the set 
is commutative. We now develop some abstract ools for studying the structure of 
commutative QOAs. 
Applying (2.5), we have 
:t(z)u(z):u(w) 
= (t(z)_u(z) fu(z)t(z)+)v(w) 
=t(z)_~(Z)u(w)fu(Z)v(w)t(Z)+rtu(Z)[r(Z)+,V(W)l 
= 
c 
:t(z) (u(w) onu(w)>:(z -W)_"-1+:t(Z)U(Z)U(W): 
n>O 
f c U(W)o,(t(W)o,U(W))(Z -wp-m-2 
?t,?tt~O 
+ fC :u(z> (t(w) onu(w)): (z - wp-‘. 
II>0 
Similarly, 
(3.3) 
t(z) : u(w) u(w): 
= *t[dw)-,t(z)lu(w) f&W)--t(z)u(w) f t(z)u(w)u(w)+ 
=f c (-1) “+‘U(w) 0, (f(W) 0, u(w))(z - W)-“-m-2 
it,lll~O 
f C(-,),+I :u(z) 0, t(z) u(w): (z - w)-“-1 
II>0 
fC:u(w) t(w)o,u(w):(z -W)_"-lf:K(W)t(Z)U(W):. (3.4) 
II>0 
Lemma 3.2. The following equalifies hold in ) WI > )z - WI: 
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c ((: t(w) u(w):) Ok u(w)) 
kEZ 
(z, - W)k+’ 
= 
c 
(:Pt(w)u(w) o,LJ(w):)~(:Pu(w) t(w)o,u(w):) 
tt.f?t>O 
ml(z - w)“-m+l 
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(i) 
* c b(w) on (t(w) % u(w)>) 
W?l>O 
(z - W)“+m+2 
+c (:ayt(w)u(w>) u(w):) 
"'20 
m!(z -w)-“’ ’ 
(ii) 
= c (_l)“+l (u(w) on (t(w) %U<W>)> 
n,m>O 
(z - w)n+m+Z 
+ c C-1) “+I (: a”(u(w) on t(w)) u(w):> 
'I,@0 
m!(z -w)“-“‘+’ 
+c (:u(w> r(w) 0, u(w):) 
"20 
(z - w)n+’ 
+ c (: u(w) (amt(w>)u(w):) 
m!(z -w)-- . 'lZ20 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Proof. To prove (i) , consider matrix coefficients on both sides of Eq. (3.3). By assump- 
tion of commutativity these matrix coefficients represent rational functions. Expanding 
both sides using Lemma 2.6, we get the first equation (i). Equation (ii) is derived 
similarly from (3.4). Cl 
By reading off coefficients of the (z - w)‘, we can use this lemma to simultaneously 
compute all products :t(w) u(w): o&w), and t(W)Ok :u(w) u(w): in terms of the 
products among the constituents (w) , u(w) , u(w). Thus it is a kind of recursion relation 
for the products. In the examples below, we will see how it allows us to understand the 
structure of commutative QOAs. 
Lemma 33. Ift(z)*u(w)* = (-l)l’ll”lu(w)*t(~)*, then 
: t(z) u(w) u(x):= (-l)‘+ :u(w) t(z) u(x): * 
Proof. Applying the definition of the Wick product (and surpressing z,w, x) : 
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:ruu: -(--1)~‘Wutv: 
= t-(u-u+ (-l)l”ll”luu+) + (_l)l’lcl4+lq,-, + (-_I)bMUu+)f+ 
- (-1)l’““l(2(-(~-U+ (-1)l’ll”l~~+) 
+ (-1)l”l’lYl+l4)(~-_U + (__1)I’lbl~~+)~+ 
> 
=o. 0 (3.7) 
3.1. Examples 
Let QO(V)- = {u(z)- 1 u(z) E QO<V)}. This space is obviously closed un- 
der differentiation and the Wick product. It follows that the space is also closed 
under all o,, n negative. Also observe that for any u( z ) , u( z ) E QO( V), we have 
u(z)-v(w)_ =: U(Z)- u(w)-:. It follows that the products o,, n = 0, 1,. . ., restricted 
to QO( V) -, all vanish. Thus QO( V) - is a local QOA. 
Let LO(V) be the algebra of graded linear operators on V. We can regard each 
operator A as a formal series with just the constant term. This makes LO(V) a subspace 
of QO( V). It is obvious that every o, restricted to LO(V) vanishes except for n = -1, 
in which case o-1 is the usual product on LO(V). Thus LO(V) is a very degenerate 
example of a QOA. Obviously, any commutative subalgebra of LO( V) is a commutative 
QOA. 
Let C be the Clifford algebra with the generators b(n) , c(n) (n E Z) and the relations 
[1,12,181 
b(n)c(m) + c(m)b(n) =&,-m-1, 
b(n)b(m) + b(m)b(n) =o, (3.8) 
c(n)c(m) + c(m)c(n) =o. 
Let A be a fixed integer. The algebra C becomes Z-bigraded if we define the degrees 
/b(n)\ = -(c(n)1 = -1, Ilb(n)I) = A - it - 1, Ilc(n)II = -A - n. Let A* be the graded 
irreducible C*-module with generator 1 and relations 
b(m)1 = c(m)1 = 0, m 2 0. 
Let b( z ) , c( z ) be the quantum operators 
b(z) = Cb(m)z-m-1, c(z) = Cc(m)z-“-1. 
m m 
Let 0( b, c) be the smallest QOA containing b( z ) , c( z ) . 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proposition 3.4. The QOA 0( b, c) is commutative. It has a basis consisting of the 
monomials 
: Pb(z) . . .Pb(z) PC(Z) . ..amjc(z). (3.11) 
with nl > . . . > ni 2 0, ml > * * * > mj 10. 
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Proof. Computing the OPE of b( z ) , c(w), we have 
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b(z)c(w) = (z - w)-‘+ :b(z) c(w):, 
c(w)b(z) = (w - z)-‘+ :c(w) b(z):, (3.12) 
:b(z) c(w):=- :c(w) b(z):. 
It follows that b( z ) and c( z > commute. Also b( z ) , c( z ) each commutes with itself, 
hence they form a pairwise commuting set. By Lemma 3.1, they generate acommutative 
QOA. 
If each ui(z),. ..,&z) is of the form J”b(z) or 8’?(z), call :ui(z) .a. uk(z): 
a monomial of degree k. We claim that it is proportional to some monomial (3.11) 
with 111 > q.. > ni 2 0, ml > .a* > mj 2 0. If t(z),u(z> each is of the form 
a”b(z) or amc(z), it is easy to check that t(z>*u(z)* = -u(z)*t(z)*. It follows 
from Lemma 3.3 that : t(z) u(z) u(z):= - :24(z) r(z) U(Z): for any element u(z) E 
O(b,c). This shows that :ui(z) ..a uk(z): is equal to (-l)a :24,(i)(z) +..: u,(k)(z) 
for any permutation cr of 1,. . . , k. 
Let 0’ be the linear span of the monomials (3.11). We now show that A OkB E 0’ for 
any k and any two monomials A, B, hence 0( b, c) = 0’. We will do a double induction 
on the degrees of A and B. Case 1: let A = t(z), B =:u(z) u(z): with t(z),u(z) 
each monomial of degree 1, and u(z) of any degree. If v(z) = 1, then by (3.12) 
t(W)Ok :u(w) u(z):E 0’. By induction on the degree of v(z) and applying Lemma 
3.2(ii), we see that t( W)ok : u(w) u(w):6 0'. This shows that A ok B E 0’ for A of 
degree 1, B of any degree. Now case 2: suppose A =:t(z) u(z):, B =v(z>, where t(z) 
is of degree 1 and u( z ) , u (z ) of any degree. By induction on the degree of u( z ), it is 
clear from Lemma 3.2(i) that this case reduces to case 1. 
Finally we must show that the monomials (3.11) are linearly independent. Define a 
map O(b,c) + A by u(z) H u( - 1) 1. We see that this map gives a l-l correspondence 
between the set of monomials (3.11) and a basis of A. This completes the proof. Cl. 
Let M( K, 0) be the Verma module of the Virasoro algebra with highest weight (K, 0) 
and vacuum vector ue. Let M(K) be the quotient of M( K, 0) by the submodule generated 
by L_luo. Let O,(L) be the QOA generated by L(z) = C L,z-“-* in QO(M(K)). 
Proposition 3.5 (see [ 3,111) . The QOA 0, (L) is commutative. It has a basis con- 
sisting of monomials 
:J”lL(z) * * * 8”iL(z): (3.13) 
with nl 2 . * . 2 ni 2 0. 
Proof. A direct computation gives 
[L(z)+,L(w)l= 5(z -w)-4+2L(w)(z -w)_*+aL(w)(z -w)_1, 
[L(z)-,L(w)l = -;cw - zp -2L(w)(w-z)-*+dL(w)(w-z)-1. 
(3.14) 
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But we also have L(z)L(w) = [L(z)+,L(w>l+ :L(z)L(w):, and L(w)L(z) = 
-[L(z)-,L(w)]+ :L(z) L(w):. Combining these with (3.14), it is obvious that 
(L(z)L(w)) and (L(w)L(z)) P re resent the same rational function. Thus L( z ) com- 
mutes with itself as a quantum operator. By Lemma 3.1, O,(L) is commutative. 
Let 0’ be the linear span of the monomials (3.13) with nt , . . . , ni 2 0 unrestricted. 
To show 0’ is closed under all the products (hence O,(L) = 0’), we apply induction 
and Lemma 3.2 as in the case of 0( b, c) above. We now show that we can restrict to 
those monomials (3.13) with ni 2 . . . 2 ni 2 0, and that the resulting monomials form 
a basis. First by direct computation, we see that O,(L) is a t&module defined by the 
action 
L(n) * u(z) = L(z) 0, u(z). (3.15) 
Since O,(L) is spanned by the monomials (3.13), and because L(-n - 1) au(z) = 
f : PL( z ) u( z ) : for n 2 0, it follows that the module is cyclic. Thus we have a 
unique onto map of Vir-modules M(K) + O,(L) sending ue to 1. But M(K) has a 
PBW basis consisting of L( -nl - 1) . . . L( -rti - l)ua, 111 2 . . . 2 ni 2 0. This shows 
that the monomials (3.13) with nl 2 . . . 2 ni > 0 span O,(L). Now define a map 
O,(L) + M(K) by u( z ) H u( - 1) ~0. This is the inverse to the previous map, hence 
it must map a basis to a basis. q 
4. BRST cohomology algebras 
Definition 4.1. A conformal QOA with central charge K is a pair (0, f), where 0 is a 
commutative QOA equipped with a homomorphism f : O,(L) + 0 such that for every 
homogeneous u ( z ) E 0, 
fL(z)u(w) =. * * + ~~u~~u(w) (z - w)-* 
+ au(w)(z - w)-‘+ : f L(z) u(w): (4.1) 
where “. . .” denotes the higher order polar terms. In other words, fL( z ) 01 u( z ) = 
~~u~~u(w) andfL(z)oan(z) =&(z).For simplicity, wesometimes writef: O,(L) + 
0, or simply O,(L) + 0, to denote a conformal QOA. A homomorphism (0, f) -% 
(O’, f’) of conformal QOAs is a homomorphism of QOAs h : 0 -+ 0’ such that 
hof=f’. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 be a commutative QOA generated by a set S. Let X(z) E 0 such 
thatfor all u(z) E S, 
X(z)u(w) =. . . + Ilullu(w)(z - w>-2 
+au(w)(z -w)_‘+ :X(z) u(w): 
X(z)X(w) = 3z - w)_4 +2X(w)(z - w>-2 
+ dX(w)(z - w)-‘+ :X(z) X(w):. 
(4.2) 
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Then there is a unique homomorphism f : O,(L) --) 0 such that fL( z ) = X( z ) . 
Moreover, (0, f) is a conformal QOA with central charge K. 
Proof. Uniqueness of f is clear because O,(L) is generated by L( z ) . 
Step 1: We claim that 0 is a Kr-module defined by the action 
L(n) . u(z) = X(z) 0, u(z). 
We must show that 
(4.3) 
L(m) . L(n) .u(z) - L(n) + L(m) . u(z) 
= (m-n)L(m+n- l).u(z) +~m(m-l)(m-2)Sn+m_2~(~), (4.4) 
From the OPE of X(z), we get (cf. (3.14)): 
LHS =Resz, Res,, [X(Z~>,X(ZI>IU(Z)(Z~ - zY(z1 -zY 
-Res,,Res,,u(z)[X(z2),X(z1)l(-z+z2)m(-z+z1)” 
= Res,, Res,(zz - Z)~(ZI - z)” 
x ($a:, +2X(zl)% +dl,X(zI))S(z,,z2)u(z) 
- Res,, Res, u(z>(-z + z2YY-z + ZIY 
x ($:l +2x(zlMZ, +a,,x(zl))6(zl,Z2)U(Z). (4.5) 
where S(Z~,ZZ) = (z2 - ZI)-’ - (-ZI + z2)- ‘. For any Laurent polynomial g( zl, ZZ), 
and any formal series h ( ZI , z2 > , we have the identities 
g(zl,z2)s(zl,z2) =g(zl,zl)~(zl,z2)r 
Res,, &ZI, ZZ) = 1, 
Res,,g(zl,z2)~,k,h(zl,z2) = (-l>kRes,,(a,k,,g(zl,zz)) h(zlrzd. 
Applying these and continuing the above computation: 
(4.6) 
LHS = Res,, 
( 
-+l(n- l)(n-2)(z1 -z)“+“-s-2x(z+l(z] -Z)m+n-’ 
- 2&,X(Zl)(Zl - Z)m+n +a,,X(zl)(zl - Zjm+” u(z) 
> 
- Res,, -$(n- l)(n-2)(-z +Z,)m+“-s -2X(z1)n(-z +Z,)m+“--1 
- 2&,X(z1)(-z + Zl)m+n + J,,X(z,)(-z + Zl)m+n u(z) 
> 
= -Gn(n - 1) (n - 2) 1 0”,+~_3 u(z) + Cm - n>Wm + n - 
This proves (4.4). Thus we have a map f : O,(L) 2 M(K) 
Moreover, we have 
f(:a”lL(z) a.* 3”‘L(z):) =:C?“‘X(z) .** YiX(z):. 
1) .u(z). (4.7) 
+ 0 with 1 w 1. 
(4.8) 
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Step 2: We will show that f is a QOA homomorphism, i.e. for all A, B E O,(L) and 
integers II, 
f (A 0, B) = fA 0, fB. (4.9) 
It is enough to do it for A, B being monomials : u1 (z ) . . - uk( z ) : where each u has 
degree 1, i.e. of the form d”L( z ). Once again by double induction on the degrees 
of A, B, it is easy to show that A 0, B can be reduced, by Lemma 3.2 and the OPE 
L(z) L(w) only, to a linear sum of the above monomials. By (4.8), fA o, fB must be 
reduced, by Lemma 3.2 and the OPE X( z >X( w) only, to a linear sum identical to the 
reduction of f (A o, B). This is so because L(z) and X(z) have identical OPEs. This 
proves (4.9) for all A, B. 
Step 3: We must show that fL(z) =X(z) has the desired properties: X(z) ecu(z) = 
au(z) and X(z) 01 U(Z) = [l+(z), f or all u( z ) E 0. By assumption, they hold for 
all u( z ) in the generating set S. Checking the properties is an easy exercise applying 
the formulas X(z) 00 au(z) = [X(O),u(z)l, X(z) 01 u(z) = [X(l) - X(O)z,u(z)l 
and applying induction. 0 
Consider, as an example, O( b, c). For a fixed A, let 
X(z) = (1 - A) :ab(z) c(z): -A : b(z) k(z): 
and S = {b(z),c(z)}. Then we have, by direct computation [ 121, 
(4.10) 
X(z)b(w) = Ab(w)(z - w)-2+ab(w)(z -w)-‘+ :x(z) b(w):, 
X(z)c(w) = (l- h)c(w)(z - w)-2+dc(w)(z -w)_‘+ :X(z) c(w):, 
X(z)X(w) = - wy4 + 2X(w)(z - w)-2 
(4.11) 
where K = -12A2 + 12A - 2. It follows that we have a homomorphism fn : O,(L) -+ 
0( b, c) such that (O( b, c) , fA) is a conformal QOA with central charge K. 
Similarly the pair (O,(L) , id) is itself a conformal QOA. Thus by definition, it is 
the initial object in the category of conformal QOAs with central charge K. 
4.1. The BRST construction 
It is evident hat if (0, f), (0’, f’) are conformal QOAs on the respective spaces V, 
V’ with central charges K, K’, then (0 @ 0’, f C3 f’) is a conformal QOA on V @ V’ 
with central charge K + K’. From now on we fix A = 2 which means that (O(b,c), f*) 
now has central charge -26. Let (0, f) be any conformal QOA with central charge K 
and consider 
C*(O) = O(b,c) ~3 0, (4.12) 
where * denotes the total first degree. For simplicity, we write LC (Z ) = f*L( z ) +fL( z ). 
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Proposition 4.3. For every confonnal QOA 0, there is a unique homogeneous element 
Jo (z ) E C* (0) with the following properties: 
(i) (Cartan identity) Jo(z)b(w) = L’(w)(z -w)-‘+ :Jo(z> b(w):. 
(ii) (Universality) Zf (0, f) -+ (O’, f’) is a homomorphism of confonnul QOAs, 
then the induced homomorphism C* (0) --) C* (0’) sends Jo (I ) to Jot (z ). 
Proof. Since the category of conformal QOAs with central charge K has (O,(L) , id) 
as the initial object, if we can show that there is a unique JO,(L) satisfying property (i), 
then (ii) implies that the same holds for every other object in that category. 
Property (i) implies I&(L) ) = 1 = ((Jo,(t)ll. Let us list a basis of C’(O,(L))[l] 
given by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5: :c(z) L(z):, :b(z) c(z) &z(z):, a*c(z). Take a 
linear combination of these elements and compute its OPE with b( z ) . Now requiring 
property (i), we determine the coefficients of the linear combination and get 
JO,(L)(Z) =:c(z) L(z): + :b(z) c(z) accz>:. (4.13) 
Now given a conformal QOA (0, f), the induced map f* : C* (O,(L)) + C*(O) 
sends Jo,(L,(z) to Jo(z) =:c(z) fL(z): + :b(z) c(z) &Z(Z):. This completes our 
proof. Cl. 
It follows from property (i) that 
C(z) = JO(Z) oob(z) = [Q,b(z)lv (4.14) 
where Q = Res, Jo(z). 
Lemma 4.4 (see [7,8,19]). L-et (0, f) be a conform& QOA with centml charge K. 
Then Q*=O iffK=26. 
Proof. We will drop the subscript for JO and write fL( z ) as L( z ) . Let us compute 
2Q2 = [Q,Ql = Resw[Q,J(w)l = Res, J(w) 00 J(w). Since J(w) 00 J(w) is the 
coefficient of (z - w) -’ in the OPE J( z ) J( w) , we can extract his term from the OPE. 
Now J( z ) J( w) is the sum of four terms: 
(i> c(z)Uz)c(w)Uw), 
(ii) c(z)L(z) : b(w) c(w) &Z(W):, 
(iii) : b(z) c(z) &(z): c(w)L(w), 
(iv) : b(z) c(z) &(z):: b(w) c(w) &Z(W): . 
(4.15) 
Extracting the coefficient of (z - w)-’ (which is done by applying Lemma 3.2 repeat- 
edly) in each of these four OPEs, we get respectively (surpressing w): 
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(i) 2& cL + 1Ld3c c, 
12 
(ii) cdc L, 
(iii) c& L, 
(4.16) 
(iv) 
3 
2a(a*c c) - 6 %sc c 
Thus J(W) 00 J(W) = ~~(d*c(w)c(w)) + +$$@d3c(w) c(w). The Resw of this is zero 
- 
.~ 
iff K = 26. 0 
Recall that (Lemma 2.2) [Q, -1 = J(z ) 00 is 
K = 26, which we assume from now on, [Q, -1 
we have a cochain complex 
a derivation of the QOA C*(O). For 
becomes a differential on C*(O) and 
[Q,-] : C*(O) -c*+‘(O). (4.17) 
It is called the BRST complex associated to 0. Its cohomology will be denoted as 
H* (0). All the operations 0, on C* (0) descend to the cohomology. However, all but 
one are trivial. 
Theorem 4.5 (see [ 30,40,42] ) . The Wick product o-1 induces a graded commutative 
associative product on H* (0) with unit element represented by the identity operator. 
Moreaver, every cohomology class is represented by a quantum operator u( z ) with 
Ml = 0. 
Proof. Let u( z ) , u( z ) be two elements of C* (0) annihilated by [Q, -I. Consider the 
rational functions represented by (u(z)u( w)), f(v(w)u(z)). Expand the second one 
in the region [WI > ]z - w(: 
+ C(: u(w) dku(w):)y(w - z)k. 
k>O 
(4.18) 
By commutativity, this coincides with the following rational function times ( - 1) lUllU]: 
(u(z)v(w)) = C(u(w) 0, U(W))(Z - WY-l + (:u(z) u(w):). (4.19) 
Ii>0 
Expanding this in the same region (WI > ]z -WI, we see that its coefficient of (z - w)’ 
is (: u(w) U(W):). Equating this with the same coefficient in (4.18) (with appropriate 
sign), we get 
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c ~m+l((u<w> Orn U(W)>> Cm+ I)! + (: u(w) u(w):) m?O 
= (-l)‘“““‘(:u(w) v(w):). (4.20) 
We can write the first term on the left-hand side as @A(w)) where A(w) is a quantum 
operator. (We can do this because the sum is finite by locality.) Note that because [Q, -1 
is a derivation on the products o, and because [Q,-] annihilates all &(w),~~o(w), 
it follows that [Q, A(w) ] = 0. Thus we have 
(: u(w) u(w):) - (-l)‘“““‘(: u(w) u(w):). 
= @A(w)) 
= (L’(w) 00 A(w)) 
= ([Q, b(w)1 00 A(w)) 
= ([Q,b(w) 00 A(w)I). (4.21) 
This implies that :u(w) u(w):, (-1)1”1~“1 : ( ) ( )* u w u w . are cohomologous to each other. 
To prove associativity, let u( z ) , u( z ) , t( z ) represent three cohomology classes. We 
will compute (: u( z ) u (z ): t(w)) in two different ways. First we have 
(: u(z) u(z): t(w)) 
= ((u(z)_u(z) + (-l)‘U”“‘u(z)u(z)“)t(w)) 
= C(: u(z) u(w) 0, t(w):)(z - W)-+-l + (: u(z) u(z) t(w):) 
QO 
+ (-1)I”““I C(V(Z)U(W) 0, t(w))(z - W)+--1. (4.22) 
m>O 
The right-hand side is now a rational function which we can expand in the region 
IWI > Iz - w( and extract he coefficient of (z - w)‘. On the other hand this coefficient 
must be equal to (: (:u(w) u(w):) t(w):). Thus we get 
(: (:u(w) u(w):) t(w):) 
= (:u(w) (:0(w) t(w):>:) 
+c 
(: an+lu(w) v(w) 0, t(w):) 
n?O 
(n+ l)! 
+ (-1)l”ll”l c 
(:am+‘u(w) u(w) 0, r(w):) 
(4.23) 
m>O 
(m+l)! * 
Using the fact that dA(w) = [Q,b(w)] ooA(w) for any A(w), and the fact that [Q,-] 
annihilates u(w) , u(w) , t(w) , we see that 
: (:u(w) u(w):) t(w): and :u(w) (:u(w) t(w):): 
are cohomologous to each other. 
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Checking that the quantum operator 1 represents the unit is a trivial exercise. Finally 
we want to show that an element u(z), with ]]u/( # 0, annihilated by [Q, -1 is 
cohomologous to zero. Recall that L’(z) 01 u(z) = Ilullu(z). But the left-hand side is 
[Q,b(z) 01 u(z)] which is cohomologous to zero. 0 
It can be shown that the Wick product in C*(O) is homotopy commutative and 
homotopy associative (see [30] when 0 comes from a VOA). 
5. Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras 
Let A* be a Z graded commutative associative algebra. For every a E A, let I, 
denote the linear map on A given by the left multiplication by a. Recall that a (graded) 
derivation d on A is a homogeneous linear operator such that [d, Z,] - &j, = 0 for all a. 
A BV operator [ 41][ 35][ 151 d on A* is a linear operator of degree -1 such that: 
(i) A2=0, 
(ii) [A, l,] - I& is a derivation on A for all a, i.e. d is a second order derivation. 
A BV algebra is a pair (A, A) where A is a graded commutative algebra and d is a 
BV operator on A. The following is an elementary but fundamental lemma: 
Lemma 5.1 (se [ 15,23,33] ). Given a BV algebra (A, A), define the BV bracket { , } 
on A by 
(-l$“l{u,b} = [A,Z,]b-lhb. 
Then { , } is a graded Lie bracket on A of degree - 1. 
By property (ii) above, it follows immediately that for every a E A, {a, -} is a 
derivation on A. Thus a BV algebra is a special case of an odd Poisson algebra which, 
in mathematics, is also known as a Gerstenhaber algebra [ 13,141. We note that A’ is 
canonically a Lie algebra. 
Consider now the linear operator d : C*(O) -+ C*-‘(O), u(z) I+ b(z) 01 u(z). 
Theorem 5.2 (see [ 301). The operator A descends to the cohomology H* (0). More- 
over, it is a BV operator on the commutative algebra H* (0). Thus H* (0) is naturally 
a BV algebra. 
Proof. By the theorem above, it is enough consider the action of A on elements U(Z) 
with ((u(( =O. If [Q,u(z)] =O, we have 
[Q,Au(z)l =[Q,~~~~~~~u~~~=~~~z~~I~~z~=~~~~z~~~~~z~=O. (5.1) 
Thus A is well defined on the cohomology. 
Also we have 
A2u(z) = [b(l) - b(O)z, [b(l) - b(O)z,u(z)ll =0 (5.2) 
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because the b’s anticommute. 
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We define the following bilinear operation: 
(-l)‘U’{U(z),U(z)} 
= A(:u(z) u(z):)- : (Au(z)) u(z): -(-1)‘“’ :u(z) (AU(Z)):. 
We claim that the following identity holds: 
{u(z),:u(z) t(z):) 
(5.3) 
=: {u(z),u(z)} t(z): +(-I)(‘+‘)‘“’ :u(z) {u(z),?(z)): (5.4) 
i.e. the bracket is a derivation in the second argument. This says that A is a second 
order derivation, and hence proves that it is a BV operator on the cohomology. We note 
that the identities in the proof actually hold on the nose, not just up to a coboundary. 
Lemma 5.3. For any homogeneous quantum operators A( z ) , B( z ) , C (z ) , the follow- 
ing holds: 
A(z) 01 (:B(z) C(z):)- : (A(z) 01 B(z)) C(z): 
- (-l)‘A”B’ :B(z) (A(z) 01 C(z)): 
= (A(z) 00 B(z)) 00 C(z). (5.5) 
WhenA =b(z),theleft-handsideof (5.5) isnothingbut (-l>‘n’{B(z),C(z)} 
while the right-hand side is clearly a derivation in the argument C( z ) . Thus the lemma 
implies the identity (5.4). 
Proof. The left-hand side of (5.5) is 
LHS=[A(l) - A(O)z,:B(z) C(z):]- : [A(l) - A(O)zsB(z)l C(Z): 
- (-l)‘A”B’ :B(z) [A(l) - A(O)z,C(z)l: 
=-[A(O)z,B(z)-]C(z) - (-l)‘B”C’+‘A”C’C(~)CA(0)~,~(~)+l 
- (-l)‘A”B’ :B(z) [A(O)z,C(z)l: 
+ [A(O)z,B(z)]-C(z) + (-l)(‘A’+‘B’)‘c’C(z)[A(0)z,B(z)l+ 
+ (-l)‘A”B’ :B(z) [A(O)z,C(z)l: 
=-[A(O)z,B(z)-lC(z) - (-1) ‘B”c’+‘A”c’C(z)[A(0)z,B(z)+] 
+ ([A(O),B(O)I + [A(O)z,B(z)-l)C(z) 
+ (-l)“A’+‘s”‘c’C(z)([A(0)z,B(z)+l - [A(O),WO)I) 
=[A(O),B(O)lC(z) - (-1) “A’+‘B”‘C’C(z)[A(0),B(O)] 
= [A(O), [B(O),C(z)ll 
=RHs. (5.6) 
This proves our lemma and completes our proof of the theorem. 0 
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The two main theorems above were originally proved in [ 301 in the context of vertex 
operator algebras. (For related versions of Theorem 5.2, see [ 15,16,20,34]. For more 
recent progress, see [ 211 and references therein.) 
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